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ABSTRACT
Forward-secure signatures (FSSs) have recently received much attention from the cryptographic theory community as a potentially
realistic way to mitigate many of the difficulties digital signatures
face with key exposure. However, no previous works have explored
the practical performance of these proposed constructions in realworld applications, nor have they compared FSS to traditional, nonforward-secure, signatures in a non-asymptotic way.
We present an empirical evaluation of several FSS schemes that
looks at the relative performance among different types of FSS as
well as between FSS and traditional signatures. Our study provides
the following contributions: first, a new methodology for comparing the performance of signature schemes, and second, a thorough
examination of the practical performance of FSS. We show that
for many cases the best FSS scheme has essentially identical performance to traditional schemes, and even in the worst case is only
2-4 times slower. On the other hand, we also show that if the wrong
FSS configuration is used, the performance can be orders of magnitude slower. Our methodology provides a way to prevent such
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misconfigurations, and we examine common applications of digital signatures using it. In addition to the evaluation methodology
and empirical study, a third contribution of this paper is the opensource FSS library developed for the study.
We conclude that not only are forward-secure signatures a useful
theoretical construct as previous works have shown, but they are
also, when used correctly, a very practical solution to some of the
problems associated with key exposure in real-world applications.
Through our metrics and our reference implementation we provide
the tools necessary for developers to efficiently use forward-secure
signatures.
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E.3 [Data Encryption]: Public key cryptosystems

General Terms
Performance, Design, Security
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Key-Exposure Problem
Digital signatures play an essential role for security on the Internet.
Electronic commerce, private and authenticated communication,
and secure storage are but a few of the multitude of applications
that rely on signatures to assert authenticity, ownership, or delegation. However, signature-based systems are very vulnerable to the
key exposure problem, which in practice is a far more likely cause
of compromise than cryptanalysis. Once a private key has been
exposed, not only are all future signatures associated with the compromised key suspect, but all past signatures as well, since there is
no secure way to tell that a signature was generated before or after
the compromise. All previous signatures must thus be indirectly revoked. The damage of these compromises can be enormous, both
in terms of overhead in revoking and reissuing all past signatures,

and in terms of the new security vulnerabilities introduced by the
possibility of repudiation.
For example, the compromise of a Certificate Authority’s (CA’s)
root private key results in all certificates from that CA being unverifiable until clients are updated with the new root public key,
not just new certificates signed by the replacement key. All existing certificates (signed public keys) must also be revoked and
re-certified with the new key, as there is no way to verify that they
were signed prior to the compromise. Where the root CA is popular
(e.g,. Verisign), the compromise could lead to widespread disruption of the Internet. The digital signing of legal contracts illustrates
another environment where the possibility of key exposure severely
weakens security. By purposely exposing their private key, a party
that wishes to back out of a contract gains the ability to repudiate
their previous signature at any time by claiming it to be forged.
As another example, consider an electronic checkbook application,
in which each check is created by the account holder signing an
amount, a recipient, and the current date using the checkbook’s
private key. The recipient submits the electronic check and the signature to the account holder’s bank, and the check is honored if the
signature is deemed valid. Here, if the private key is exposed, it
is incumbent upon the bank and account holder to investigate and
possibly repudiate every check received by the bank, possibly even
valid uncashed checks.
The above examples illustrate that limiting the effect of key exposure should be afforded at least as much effort as prevention of
cryptanalysis. However, due to lack of useful countermeasures, this
design goal has not been widely embraced in existing systems. Currently, the most widely used techniques to limit damage due to key
exposure are the use of short lived keys and centralized timestamping services. Neither of these solutions scales well: the former
requires many public keys to be certified, distributed, and maintained, while the latter requires a trusted third party who itself must
never be compromised in order for security to be maintained.

Forward-Secure Signatures and Applications
Forward-secure signatures (FSS), first proposed by Anderson [2]
and formalized by Bellare and Miner [5], have recently emerged
as a promising viable mitigation technique for key exposure. FSS
differ from traditional signatures in that the private keys are periodically updated via a one-way process that produces a new private
key corresponding to the same public key. The FSS construction
guarantees that once updated, past iterations of a private key cannot
be recovered from the new private key, implying that the exposure
of the current private key does not render past signatures suspect.
The key exposure problem is therefore mitigated by FSS schemes,
since any material that could be used to forge a past signature is destroyed.1 The next section provides background into the different
types of existing forward-secure signatures, particularly those used
in our empirical study.
FSS can potentially change the semantics of certificates and signatures in a fundamental way, as we illustrate by revisiting some
of the examples above. Using a FSS-enabled CA, certificates are
signed using the (possibly one-time) private key, and only released
after the private key is updated. Hence, subsequent compromise of
the CA root key only affects those certificates issued at or after the
point of compromise. The amount of disruption is bounded by the
number of potentially compromised certificates, not by the number of certificates issued under the compromised key. For the elec1
This assumes that the update operation is actually able to permanently destroy all copies of the old version of the key. This assumption is provably necessary for any FSS method. Section 4.2.2
examines the practical impact of this requirement.

tronic checkbook application, implemented with an FSS scheme, in
the event of a compromise the account holder tells the bank which
version of the private key was lost. Every prior signature could
be processed as normal, and signatures associated with current and
future private keys systematically voided. In this case compromise
prevents future use of the checkbook, but does not put past checks
under a cloud of suspicion.
Many other applications can potentially be enabled by FSS semantics. For example, an application can limit the monetary amount
of data signed by a particular key. Once the cumulative value
of signed transactions meets a threshold, the singing key is updated. This can be used as a kind of one-time credit card (e.g.,
phone cards). Betting slips, electronic receipts, airline tickets, legal
archives, and time-stamping services would also benefit from the
use of FSS services.
One can view FSS as check-pointing a stream of signatures.
Whether a key is updated after every signature, once a day, or under
any other policy is a trade-off between performance (e.g., cost of
the update operation) and security (e.g., vulnerability to forgery).
Once an update has occurred, it is infeasible for previously checkpointed signatures to later be forged. Assuming she conforms to
the algorithm, even the signer cannot forge past signatures. This
latter property may enable novel applications. For example, signer
forgery prevention mechanisms would be of great value in the retention of legally binding documents (e.g., official billing records).

Our Contributions
Forward-secure signatures are a strictly stronger cryptographic construction than traditional signatures: they provide all the properties
of traditional signatures as well as the new forward-security property to protect against key exposure. Due to this, it is expected
that once implemented there will be some (possibly significant)
decrease in performance for FSS compared to traditional signatures. Previous studies of forward-secure signatures have evaluated the design and asymptotic performance of these cryptographic
constructions, but have not considered their practical application.
This paper develops an understanding of the real world performance characteristics through a comprehensive empirical study of
forward-secure signatures.
One of the challenges of performing this type of study is the lack
of systematic metrics for evaluating the inherent tradeoffs of signature systems. Instead of simply looking at individual operation
costs in our study, as one of the contributions of this work we develop an evaluation metric in which operation costs are amortized
based on expected use over the lifetime of the key(s). We believe
this new usage-based metric is more robust because it encompasses
the application and environment, not just cycle consumption of basic operations.
Using this metric we perform an empirical study of the performance of several forward-secure signature schemes. Our study reveals several notable results pertaining to the performance of these
schemes, and of traditional non-forward-secure signature schemes
as well. We begin with an example result that highlights the ability
of our methodology to capture many different applications and environments in its analysis. When using traditional signature schemes,
there is a somewhat common belief that, due to very efficient verification, RSA [36] is the best algorithm to use in all situations.
Our analysis dispels this belief, showing that while for many applications this is true, and RSA is up to fourteen times faster than
other algorithms, it is not always true. For other environments,
which we show later represent real-world applications, RSA actually performs up to twenty-four times slower than another signature
algorithm, ECDSA [4]. The metric allows us to not only see which

algorithm is most efficient at a particular point, but also to visualize
performance over the entire space of environments.
The primary result of our study, and a major contribution of
this paper, is an accurate view of the performance characteristics
of different forward-secure signature constructions and parameters
for different applications. We show that no single construction
performs well in all situations, and that knowing the performance
characteristics of different schemes is critical in avoiding potentially enormous overheads. By using the optimal forward-secure
scheme, our results show that for many applications the overhead
of FSS over the optimal traditional signature scheme is actually
almost zero, and even in the worst case, the difference between
optimal forward-secure and traditional schemes is only between a
factor of two and four. We also show that choosing the correct
forward-secure configuration has significant risks, and the optimal
configuration for one application can be several orders of magnitude worse than other FSS schemes for another application.
Finally, another contribution of this work is the reference implementation of forward-secure signature schemes used in our study.
This library uses the common OpenSSL [38] cryptographic library
and provides an API closely based on OpenSSL’s own API for nonforward-secure signatures. It utilizes all base signature schemes
provided by OpenSSL and currently contains five forward-secure
schemes. This library will be released under an open-source license
and available for download by anyone interested in incorporating
forward-secure signatures in their applications.
An outline for the remainder of the paper follows. In the next
section we overview of FSS schemes and their theoretical (asymptotic) performance characteristics. We then present our empirical
study in the following section, exploring the actual performance of
these schemes. Section 4 describes the reference implementation of
FSS used in our study, as well as several unexpected issues which
arose during its development. Finally, we conclude and summarize
our findings and present ideas on future work.

2.

FORWARD-SECURE SIGNATURES

In this section we survey known forward-secure signature methods, together with their salient security and efficiency properties,
as theoretically analyzed by the authors of each method. We particularly focus on the schemes that will be evaluated in this work,
which include most of the best methods known to date. Finally, we
touch upon other related work.

2.1

Some Simple Solutions

Consider the following trivial forward-secure signature scheme,
with a parameter T denoting the total number of time periods over
which the scheme is supposed to operate. Starting from any standard signature scheme as a base, the signer runs the key generation
protocol T times, obtaining T secret/public key pairs
(sk1 , pk1 ), . . . , (skT , pkT ). The public key is now set to P K =
(pk1 , . . . , pkT ), while the secret key (for the first time period) consists of SK1 = (sk1 , . . . , skT ). For each time period 1 ≤ j ≤ T ,
signing and verifying are performed using the base scheme relative
to the secret key skj (for signing) and public key pkj (for verifying). To update from time period j to j +1, the signer simply erases
the key skj (which is no longer necessary).
Clearly, this scheme is secure as long as the underlying standard
signature scheme is. Signature and verification time, as well as
signature size, are very efficient in this scheme – the same as in
the underlying base scheme. Still, this trivial scheme is clearly not
practical, because it requires public and secret key sizes which are
linear in T , the number of time periods the schemes can be used
for.

Some improvements to the above scheme were suggested already in the first works in the area [2, 5, 27]. For example,
Krawczyk [27] proposes a method where the total storage of the
signer is still linear in T , but the public key and the secret key themselves are both short (proportional to the security parameter). That
is, the bulk of the keying material stored is needed by the signer, but
even if compromised by an adversary, forgery is still not possible.
While these improvements are better than the trivial scheme
above, for a practical scheme it is desirable not to have such a linear
dependence on T , in any of the parameters. We further discuss the
efficiency requirements below.

2.2

Efficiency Requirements

What are the efficiency requirements when designing a forwardsecure signature scheme? We cannot hope to beat standard signature schemes, since forward-secure signature schemes are a strictly
stronger construct. Thus, we would like a forward-secure signature
scheme to perform not much worse than a standard one, in terms
of time (for key generation, signing and verifying), and space (key
size and signature size). In particular, it is not desirable for these
parameters to grow with the number of time periods T .
One might be tempted to require that there is no dependency
whatsoever on T . But note that, as pointed out by [28], signature
schemes already depend on some security parameters, which must
be super-logarithmic in T . If this were not the case, by the time period T is reached, the scheme could have been broken by exhaustive
search. Therefore, a logarithmic asymptotic dependence on T is no
worse (and possibly better) than the required linear dependence on
the security parameters.
Indeed, to evaluate the performance of a forward-secure signature scheme, it is necessary to examine the actual performance
more closely. The only type of analysis of forward-secure schemes
to date involves a theoretical analysis, estimating the asymptotic
performance of the schemes as a function of T and two security parameters (representing the key-sizes for private-key operations such
as hashing, and public-key operations such as RSA signatures). In
this work we suggest the first experimental performance evaluation,
for the forward-secure signatures described below.
We next turn to reviewing the main features of known forwardsecure signature schemes. These can be divided to two main categories, as detailed below.

2.3

Generic Provably-Secure Schemes

This category includes schemes that can use any arbitrary base
signature scheme, and their security is provable as long as the base
signature scheme is secure. For example, the trivial solutions discussed above fall under this category. Efficient generic provably
secure schemes (without a linear dependence on T ) are the ones
implemented in this work, and surveyed below (we refer the reader
to the original papers for more details on the schemes).

Bellare-Miner Tree
Bellare and Miner [5] suggest a forward-secure scheme based on
a binary certification tree. Roughly speaking, a binary tree is constructed with T leaves, where each leaf corresponds to a time period. An instance (public-key,secret-key pair) of a base (standard)
signature scheme is associated with each node in the tree. The public key of the forward-secure scheme is the public key of the root,
and the secret key consists of all the base key pairs associated with
nodes on the path from the root to the current time period. A signature for time period j consists of a certification chain from the
appropriate leaf to root, where the leaf key is used to sign the actual
message, and each node is used to sign the public key of its child.

Verification proceeds by verifying each signature on the chain, up
to the top level (root) signature which is verified against the public
key.
In this scheme, all performance parameters (size and time) are
poly(k, l)O(log T ), where k, l are the security parameters (the actual dependence on k, l depends on the performance of the underlying base scheme). As explained above, this logarithmic dependence on T is very good, and, at least from a theoretical point of
view, this scheme is satisfactory. Still, this is not competitive with
standard signature schemes, as signing a message involves log T
signatures (which are expensive public-key operations) in the underlying base scheme. Allowing a high number of possible time
periods T , this factor can be prohibitive. On the other hand, key
update is very efficient, roughly consisting of two (amortized) key
generations in the underlying base scheme (since each key in the
tree is only generated once).

Product Construction
Malkin, Micciancio, and Miner [28] suggest two composition operations, taking any two forward-secure schemes with T1 , T2 time
periods, respectively,2 and constructing a new forward-secure signature scheme with more time periods. These constructions are
suggested as tools in constructing flexible forward-secure scheme
by applying them repeatedly in different combinations, possibly
with other known schemes. The constructions are also used toward
the main [28] scheme.
Their first composition operation is the product construction, resulting in a scheme with T1 · T2 periods. Here, an instance of the
first scheme (with T1 periods) is generated, and for each time period, a new instance of the second scheme (with T2 periods) is generated underneath it. The public key is the public key of the top
(first) scheme, and a signature consists of signing the actual message with the key of the second scheme (in the appropriate time
period), and signing the public key of the second scheme with the
key of the first scheme.
The product construction can be viewed as making explicit the
main building block that was already used by the Bellare-Miner tree
(as well as Anderson’s original scheme [2], and other certification
based constructions). Indeed, when iterated recursively, starting
from any standard base scheme, the product construction results in
a scheme which is essentially the same as the Bellare-Miner tree. In
this work we evaluate both the Bellare-Miner tree (iterative product construction), and an application of the product construction on
two schemes resulting from iterative sum construction, described
below.

Sum and Iterated Sum Constructions
The second composition operation suggested in [28] is the sum
construction, combining two schemes with T1 , T2 time periods, respectively, to a scheme with T1 +T2 time periods. Here, an instance
of each of the two schemes is generated, and the public key is the
hash of both public keys. A signature consists of the two public
keys, and a signature of the message according to the first (if it is
within the first T1 time periods), or the second (if it is within the
next T2 periods). Taking the secret key to consist of the (secret and
public) keys of both schemes would allow the right functionality
for the signer, but result in an inefficient key size. Instead, a more
efficient way to generate and maintain the secret keys is proposed,
and the reader is referred to [28] for details.
When iterated recursively, starting from any standard base scheme,
2
Note that a standard signature scheme can be viewed as a forwardsecure scheme with one time period.

the iterated sum construction results in a binary tree, with each time
period associated to a leaf, similar to the Bellare-Miner tree. However, each node in the tree is the hash of its two children (in the
same spirit of Merkle trees [30]), rather than being used to sign its
children. This means that signing (and verifying) is much more efficient, as log T hashes (private key operations) are extremely fast
to compute, compared with log T signatures, which are slow. On
the other hand, key update is much slower here, since the signer
must generate all the public keys in a bottom-up fashion, in order
to compute their hash which is the public key; since the signer does
not keep all keys (or else the key size would be very large), regeneration of keys is necessary during the life time of the scheme,
resulting in (amortized) log T key generations per update. In contrast, in the Bellare-Miner scheme, the tree is built top down, with
new keys generated only when needed, resulting in 2 key generations per update.
In sum, the asymptotic performance of the iterated sum construction is also poly(k, l) log T ; when explored more carefully, signing
and verifying is extremely efficient, consisting of one signature in
the base scheme plus log T hashes, while key generation and updates take about log T key generations of the base scheme, which
may be slow ([28] suggests that this may be improved using onetime signatures[14, 8]).

MMM Tree
The main scheme suggested in [28] is one using both the sum and
product constructions, starting from any underlying base signature
schemes. The idea is to use an iterated sum construction with a
polynomial number of time periods, where for each time period,
another iterated sum construction is attached, using the product
construction. The number of periods for each iterated sum construction on the lower level keeps increasing as time progresses,
starting from a 2-period scheme attached to the first time period of
the top level, then a 4-period scheme attached to the second period,
an 8-period scheme for the third period, and so on.
The MMM construction achieves a new feature that previous
schemes did not, namely that the maximal number of time periods, T , need not be fixed in advance, and thus does not influence
the performance. Rather, more time periods are added as needed,
for an arbitrarily large polynomial number of time periods. The
performance slowly degrades, proportional to log t, where t is the
number of time periods elapsed so far.
In terms of performance, signing consists of two signatures plus
log t hashes in the underlying base scheme (which is very efficient),
while key update consists of log T key generations in the base
scheme (which may be expensive). The main performance advantage of [28], namely that of efficient signing and verifying, is due
to the fact that the iterated sum construction is prominently used.
The use of product construction may in principle make MMM a
little less efficient than iterated sum, but it allows for unbounded
number of time periods, which also makes the performance better,
as it only depends on the number of time periods elapsed so far, and
not on the maximum T . This is what the theoretical analysis of the
schemes indicates. An experimental performance analysis is conducted in this paper, and compares MMM, iterated sum, product,
and Bellare-Miner tree in different settings.

2.4

Specific, Random Oracle Based Schemes

Another category of forward-secure schemes consists of constructions built upon specific standard signature schemes, which in
turn (in all the known schemes) are built from specific identification protocols using the Fiat-Shamir methodology [18]. These FSS
schemes (as well as the underlying standard signatures) are proven

secure in the random-oracle model.
The first proposed forward-secure signatures in this category are
the main scheme of Bellare and Miner [5] (based on the OngSchnorr [34] scheme), optimizing key and signature sizes, followed
by a scheme of Abdalla and Reyzin [1], which improves the time
parameters at the expense of longer key and signature sizes. However, these schemes still have signing and verification times which
are linear in T .
Itkis and Reyzin [22] propose a FSS (based on the GuillouQuisquater [19] scheme), which does not have linear dependence
on T in any of its parameters, and optimized signing and verifying time. In particular, signing and verifying in their FSS scheme
is comparable to (about twice as expensive as) the underlying [19]
standard signature scheme.
Kozlov and Reyzin [26] propose a FSS with a very fast update
operation, which significantly improves upon all other forwardsecure signatures (generic or specific). However, the performance
of other parameters (such as signing and verifying time) are not as
good for this scheme, and so it is only useful for specific applications where update time is the important parameter to optimize.

2.5 Comparison
The main advantage of the generic schemes is that they have
provable security (assuming any signature schemes exist3 ). This is
in contrast to the specific schemes which can only be proven secure
in the random-oracle model, a weakness they inherit from the underlying standard signatures they are based on. Proven security in
the random-oracle model is very valuable as a heuristic for security,
but provides a significantly weaker security guarantee. In particular, it does not even guarantee the existence of an instantiation of
the random oracle for which the scheme is secure [9].
Another advantage of generic schemes stems from the fact that
they can be used with any underlying base signature schemes. This
again provides a stronger security guarantee (as it requires a weaker
assumption – any implementation of one-way functions suffices).
Furthermore, this allows for flexibility in optimizing and trading
off the time and space parameters of the FSS scheme, by using base
schemes with different performance characteristics, rather than being bound to the properties of a specific base scheme. Finally, the
generic MMM scheme has the advantage of an unbounded number
of time periods, as discussed above.
The main advantage of the specific schemes, is that they achieve
better dependence on T and the security parameters in some of
their time or space measures. For example, the main scheme of
Bellare and Miner [5] achieves key and signature sizes which are
completely independent of T . Moreover, the performance of each
of these specific schemes is typically significantly better, at least
in some of the parameters, than the best generic schemes that were
known at the time the specific scheme was introduced. In particular, Itkis and Reyzin [22] were the first to propose a FSS scheme
with signing and verifying which is comparable to standard signature schemes, while maintaining reasonably good performance (in
particular, not linearly dependent on T ) in all other time and space
parameters. (The MMM generic scheme described above, which
also achieves this, was proposed later.)
Finally, specific schemes, and in particular that of [22], were the
basis for several extensions to other models [17, 23], as well as the
fast update FSS scheme of [26].
Comparing a generic scheme with a specific scheme in terms
of asymptotic performance (as done by the authors of the various
schemes), is difficult. This is because the different instantiations of
3

Equivalently, assuming one-way functions exist.

the generic scheme give different results, typically trading off improvements in different parameters. For a most informative general
comparison, it is probably best to instantiate the generic scheme
with the same base signature scheme as the specific scheme under consideration. For a comparison geared toward a particular application, the generic scheme should be instantiated with the best
possible base scheme for that application.
With this in mind, the asymptotic performance of the best (considering all parameters) specific scheme [22] and the best generic
scheme [28] are quite close (and neither is better than the other in
all parameters simultaneously). For both, the theoretical analysis
predicts that they should be feasible.

2.6

Schemes Implemented in This Work

In this paper we focus on the generic Bellare-Miner tree, iterated
sum, product, and MMM constructions. In several places we refer
to these schemes by short names, BMTree, ISum, Prod, and MMM
respectively. We chose the generic schemes due to the advantages
outlined above. Moreover, the modular nature of these tree based
constructions, together with the possibility of using different standard signatures as a base, provides much flexibility in constructing
the final scheme. It is thus important to evaluate performance of
particular choices in order to determine the feasibility and applicability of forward-secure signatures for desired applications. We
note that it may also be interesting to evaluate performance of combined specific and generic schemes, e.g., applying the sum construction on top of the Itkis-Reyzin construction from [22] for a
smaller size.

2.7

Other Related Cryptographic Primitives

Forward-security was first considered for key-exchange protocols [20, 15]. Forward-security for private-key primitives (pseudorandom generators, authentication, and encryption) was proposed
in [6], and for public-key encryption in [10].
Several extended models for forward-secure signatures have been
proposed.
These include forward-secure group signature
schemes [37], key insulated signatures [16, 17], and intrusion resilient signature schemes [23], combining the benefits of forwardsecure and key-insulated signatures. In particular, intrusion resilient schemes have the advantage that if the key is exposed for
some number of time periods, signatures in all other time periods
(not just the past ones) are still valid. This is achieved by distributing the signer to two modules, one for signing, and one is a base
which is needed every time an update is performed. Security for
all compromised time periods is maintained as long as the base and
signer modules are not both compromised in the same time period
(if they are, then only forward-security is guaranteed). Studying
the feasibility of this distributed model is an interesting problem
for future work.

3.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Digital signature performance, whether it be for traditional or
forward-secure signatures, is all about tradeoffs. Balancing these
tradeoffs in order to select an optimal set of parameters is not always a straightforward task. In this section, we present several
metrics for formalizing these tradeoffs between different aspects
of signature performance for both traditional and forward-secure
signature schemes. To our knowledge, no previous work has utilized such a technique capable of evaluating signature schemes’
performance over the entire spectrum of uses. We then evaluate
the performance of signature schemes with regard to these metrics using benchmarks of several of the FSS schemes introduced in
the previous section. We show that when configured correctly, the

overhead of FSS compared to traditional signature schemes can be
quite small: in the best case, the performance of FSS is identical to
that of non-forward-secure schemes; in the worst case, FSS is only
three and a half times slower, and on average it is less than twice as
slow. We also show that when configured poorly, FSS can be enormously expensive compared to traditional signatures, emphasizing
the need to evaluate the intended use before selecting a configuration. We look at where specific uses of digital signatures lie in
the space defined by our metrics, and which FSS configurations are
optimal for these situations.

3.1

Performance Metrics

Key generation (or update) time, signature time, and verification
time are all indicators of a signature scheme’s performance. However, no one aspect alone is enough to judge whether one signature
scheme is better than another for all situations. Many earlier performance comparisons take an informal approach at resolving this
problem by first looking at a specific situation and then picking
which operation seems to be most important for it [40]. This works
well for simple situations but does not help when it is unclear which
operation is most important or in seeing the entire picture with regards to performance tradeoffs.
Instead of taking a similar approach for our analysis, we look
at what characteristics make a given environment using signatures
unique, and how to express this as a set of parameters. We define several metrics using these parameters which compute a single amortized cost for the performance, allowing us to make direct
comparisons between schemes for any given situation. Using this
evaluation framework, we are able to not only look at specific cases
as previous performance studies have done, but also at how the performance changes over the entire range of parameters, and how
different signature schemes perform in this broader picture.

3.1.1

posed to thousands of verifications as before, and its cost is far
more important to the overall performance. In the middle of these
two extremes lie usages such as digitally signing contracts. Here,
the cost of signing may be spread out over a few verifications, reducing its impact but not making it possible to ignore it altogether.
R1 and the metric M1 express this relationship formally. R1 is
the ratio between signatures and verifications for the workload in
question. M1 produces a weighted verification cost that incorporates an equal share of the cost of signing into each verification.

=

V
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=
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On the signer’s side, a similar tradeoff exists between the “offline” cost of key generation, and the “online” cost of actually generating signatures. Here, it is useful to look at amortizing the shared
key generation costs over each signature produced. A busy SSL
server may receive millions of connections over the lifetime of its
private key. If each of these secure connections requires a signature
to be produced, then the share of key generation that should be attributed to each signature approaches zero. On the opposite end of
the spectrum, if the use of one-time signatures [14, 8] is required,
then by definition each key may only be used to produce a single
signature and then must be destroyed. The second ratio and metric
R2 and M2 expresses this relationship.

Traditional Signature Schemes

When examining common uses of digital signatures, we see that
what makes each situation unique is the frequency at which each
of the three basic operations must be performed. A Certificate Authority (CA), for example, will generate a single key. It will then
use that key to produce hundreds or thousands of signatures on certificates, and each of those signatures may be verified thousands of
times as the certificates are used. An electronic checkbook system,
in contrast, will require a key generation for every checkbook issued. Each checkbook (key) can then produce hundreds of checks
(signatures), each of which will likely only be verified once, when
“cashed” at the issuing bank. Below, we express these relationships
between key generation, signature, and verification rates (G, S, and
V respectively) through two ratios, R1 and R2 . These two ratios
allow us to combine the individual costs of each operation (Cg , Cs ,
and Cv respectively) proportionally to arrive at a single cost for a
given scheme given a particular mix of key generations, signatures
and verifications.
We begin by examining the tradeoff in the cost incurred by the
signer versus the cost incurred by the verifier(s). One way to express both the signer’s and verifier’s costs in a single value is to
“tax” each verification for its share of the work performed by the
signer in producing the signature. Looking at the scenario of a
CA as described in the previous paragraph, we see that including a
share of the signing cost adds very little to the cost of any one verification since there are so many verifications. On the other hand,
another common use for signatures is during the session negotiation of protocols such as SSL [13]. Here, a signature is produced,
verified once, and then forgotten. The entire cost of the signature’s
generation is now associated with that single verification as op-

R1

R2

=

S
G

M2

=

Cs +

(3)
1
· Cg
R2

(4)

Neither of these metrics alone is sufficient, however. The cost of
a signature used in M1 must take into account the amortized key
generation costs from M2 in order to accurately reflect the total
cost. We define one final metric, M3 , which combines the previous two metrics to give a weighted cost of verification incorporating both the balance between verifier and signer and the balance
between the signer’s “online” (signing) and “offline” (key generation) costs. This metric is parameterized by both R1 and R1 , and
gives us a single value with which to compare signature schemes.

M3

3.1.2

=

Cv +

1
1
· Cs +
· Cg
R1
R1 R2

(5)

Forward-Secure Signature Schemes

Turning now to forward-secure signature schemes, a fourth operation, key update, is added to the the three operations present in
traditional schemes. Like key generation, update is an “offline”
cost, necessary before a signature can be performed but not actually part of the signing process. Key generation can be viewed as
a special case of update, going from a null private key to the initial
private key for period 0. Therefore, we can combine key generation
and update into a single parameter U (with cost Cu ), and use this in
place of G and Cg in our metrics. M1 , which was not influenced
by G, remains the same. The modified R2 , M2 , R3 , and M3 we
denote with a star:
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Table 1: Base signature scheme performance, in milliseconds.
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3.2 Experimental Setup
Having constructed a framework for comparing the performance
of the signature schemes implemented in this paper, the next step
in our evaluation is to fill in the needed values for Cg , Cu , Cs , and
Cv . We use a simple micro-benchmark built with libfss called
fssbench to measure these costs. For each configuration, the
benchmark application times the initial generation of a combined
public/private key followed by the three periodic operations during
each period of the private key’s lifetime.4
This is repeated for each configuration a total of ten times, with
a different initial random seed used in key generation for each iteration. The results over all ten runs are averaged, and the results
for multi-period operations are averaged again over the range of
periods examined in order to provide a single average cost for each
operation. For example, when comparing the performance for a
situation requiring a maximum period of 512, only the first 512
updates of a 65535 period key would be included in the averages.
Because of this, for keys with very large maximum periods we are
able to stop benchmarking once this maximum examined period is
reached.
We benchmark four of the generic FSS constructions described
in Section 2: Bellare-Miner Tree (BMTree), Iterated Sum (ISum),
Product (Prod), and MMM. In addition, we consider three base algorithms: RSA, DSA [31], and Elliptic Curve DSA (ECDSA).
4

100

(8)

The number of signatures per key generation (R2 ) still has importance with forward-secure schemes, but at a higher level than
what these metrics are designed to measure. For FSS (as well as
traditional) signature schemes, R2 also expresses the administrative overhead of the key for certifying and distributing the public
key. As this cost is highly situation dependent we do not attempt to
quantify it, but simply note that a higher value of R2 indicates that
the cost of making the public key known and trusted is able to be
amortized over more signatures.

fssbench actually measures a great deal more, as described
in [3]. For conciseness, we limit our discussion to those features
of fssbench used in this study.
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Figure 1: Performance of long-term traditional signature
schemes.
The benchmarks were performed on a 1.5GHz Pentium 4 with
1GB of memory running FreeBSD 4.8. A development snapshot
of OpenSSL 0.9.8 from April, 2003 was used for the cryptographic
support library.5 Both libfss and OpenSSL were built with compiler optimizations enabled.

3.3
3.3.1

Microbenchmark Results
Base Algorithm Performance

We begin with an examination of the traditional signature
schemes in order to determine which FSS configurations may be
of particular interest to examine, as well as to introduce our metrics
in a simplified environment. As mentioned, the OpenSSL cryptographic library used by libfss provides the three currently FIPSapproved signature schemes as potential bases: RSA, DSA, and
ECDSA. Earlier forward-secure signature papers have mentioned
several other signature algorithms of potential use for constructing
forward-secure keys, including Guilleau-Quesquiter [19] and FiatShamir [18]. We do not include these schemes in our comparison
due to their limited use in existing real-world cryptosystems and
lack of acceptance by standards organizations at the present time
when compared to RSA, DSA, and ECDSA.
5

Certain desired features of OpenSSL such as AES and full Elliptic
Curve Cryptography support were not available in released versions
of OpenSSL at the time of these experiments.
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Table 2: Forward-secure signature scheme performance (first 255 periods), in milliseconds.
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Figure 2: Performance of long-term traditional signature
schemes (cont.).

Table 1 summarizes the key generation, signing and verification times for the three base algorithms in ‘short-term’ and ‘longterm’ security strengths. The fastest result for each operation is in
bold. Short-term security represents a keysize believed to be safe
against brute-force attacks today, while long-term security represents a keysize believed to be safe for the next several decades [33].
There is no direct mapping between ECDSA group size and RSA
or DSA key size, but a group of approximately the same strength as
DSA or RSA given the current best known attacks on each scheme
was chosen based on the recommendations in [11]; Koblitz curves
were used due more efficient performance than other elliptic curves.
Using the costs in Table 1, we are able to plot the curves for
M1 and M2 for each of the signature schemes. Fig. 1 shows M1
and M2 for the long-term keys. Both graphs have a logarithmic
x-axis, and M2 has a logarithmic y-axis as well. The plots start
with a 1 to 1 ratio on the x-axis at the origin. The results for short-

term keys are very similar in behavior, and are omitted due to space
constraints.
For M1 , we see that there is a crossover point at two verifications
per signature, after which RSA rapidly becomes much faster than
either DSA or ECDSA. Meanwhile, ECDSA goes from nearly as
fast as DSA initially to about 2.5ms slower, and both have a fairly
constant cost after ten verifications per signature, by which point
Cs contributes hardly anything to the cost.
Fig. 1(b) shows that for M2 , ECDSA is faster than the other
two schemes for all values of R2 , and significantly faster until R2
grows very large. DSA starts out several orders of magnitude more
expensive than either RSA or ECDSA when R2 is low. As the
ratio approaches 1000 signatures per key generation, the cost stabilizes at Cs for DSA, which is only a few milliseconds slower
than ECDSA. For RSA, the initial performance is still much worse
than ECDSA’s, but much better than DSA’s. RSA converges on
Cs much faster, and by 100 signatures per key generation Cg is
contributing almost nothing to RSA’s performance.
By combining these two metrics we get Fig. 2(a). This plot
shows the three-dimensional surfaces defined by M3 for each of
the schemes. Since we are concerned with the minimum of these
surfaces, which is often obscured by the less efficient schemes, we
also show the “view from below” in Fig. 2(b). This second graph
must be interpreted with care, as it does not depict how much more
efficient the lowest scheme may be compared to other schemes.
In some cases, two schemes will be nearly tangent to one another
when they intersect, in which case there is little difference in picking one scheme or the other until you move a significant distance
from the intersection. Other times, as is the case in Fig. 2(b), the
two surfaces intersect at a steeper angle, causing larger differences
between schemes when moving away from the intersection.
From Fig. 2, we can clearly see the areas where particular schemes
are most efficient. When both R1 and R2 are low, ECDSA performs the best due to significantly cheaper key generation. As the
parameters increase, particularly the number of verifications per
signature, RSA becomes much less expensive. As R1 and R2 increase, the amortized costs of key generation and signing approach
zero, and the performance of each scheme converges on the cost of
verification alone.
Looking at how this relates to our illustrative examples from Section 3.1, we see that the CA would fall solidly in the left portion
of Fig. 2(b), where RSA is the dominant algorithm. For the SSL
server, ECDSA’s lower signing cost compared to RSA makes it a
better choice. The case of digitally signing documents lies towards
in the border region between RSA and ECDSA, with the popularity of the signer (i.e. how many signatures they produce over their
key’s lifetime) being the determinant for which scheme to chose.
As more signatures are generated, RSA becomes the preferable algorithm.

3.3.2

Forward-Secure Signature Performance

Continuing our analysis, we examine forward-secure signature
schemes in a similar manner. We assume for now that the maxi-
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Figure 3: Performance of short-term forward-secure schemes
using RSA, with a maximum update period of 255.

Figure 4: Performance of short-term forward-secure schemes
using ECDSA, with a maximum update period of 255.

mum number of periods required from a key is a constant, determined by the usage much like the required key strength. Later in
this section we will explore the impact of relaxing this assumption.
Table 2 shows the results for one of these combinations, 255 and
256 period FSS keys using short-term security base scheme keys
in their construction. Each key is used for its first 255 periods. As
before, the other cases with different base key strengths and maximum periods have similar results to those shown, but are omitted
due to space constraints.
M1

and M∗2

We first graph M1 and M∗2 with the FSS scheme used being the
only variable, fixing the base scheme to be either RSA (Fig. 3) or
ECDSA (Fig. 4); as we saw in the previous subsection, DSA is
always at least an order of magnitude slower than the most efficient
scheme, and therefore we do not consider DSA in the remainder of
our study. This separation allows the impact on performance due
to FSS scheme to be isolated from the impact due to base scheme.
Also included in the graphs is the non-forward-secure base scheme
used for reference when determining the overhead of FSS.
In Fig. 1, we saw that for M1 , RSA was the most efficient signature scheme and for M2 , ECDSA was the most efficient. We therefore begin our analysis of the forward-secure schemes by looking at
M1 for RSA based schemes and M∗2 for ECDSA based schemes.
As expected, in Fig. 3(a) the schemes separate into three clusters, where within each cluster there is essentially no difference in

performance among schemes for M1 . These clusters correspond
directly to the number of base signature verifications required by
each FSS scheme as described in Section 2. The fastest are RSA
itself and Iterated Sum, both of which perform a single verification.
MMM and Product both consist of two Iterated Sum keys bound together, so logically they display a cost that is twice that of Iterated
Sum. Bellare-Miner Tree, which has to perform verifications proportional to the depth of the tree (but only a single base signature on
FSS sign), has the worst performance by a significant amount. The
signing costs for all four FSS schemes are nearly identical to that
of the base scheme, and have no impact in differentiating schemes.
The rate at which the three groups stabilize to a nearly constant
cost closely resembles that of RSA, indicating that the FSS scheme
itself has little impact on this behavior.
Turning to M∗2 for ECDSA-based schemes in Fig. 4(b), we see
that initially all four FSS schemes perform measurably worse than
ECDSA, ranging from twice as expensive for Product to three times
as expensive for Iterated Sum. Product, with the fastest update and
signing costs when using ECDSA, is the least expensive forwardsecure scheme for all values of R∗2 ; meanwhile, Iterated Sum, whose
weakness is very expensive key generation and updating, is the
slowest. Unlike the results for M1 , no clustering of schemes occurs for the second metric. Instead, all four FSS schemes converge
to the cost of non-forward-secure ECDSA by 100 signatures per
update, after which point they are nearly indistinguishable. This
behavior can be attributed to the cost of signing being identical for
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Figure 6: Performance of short-term FSS schemes with 255 periods using ECDSA.
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Figure 5: Performance of short-term FSS schemes with 255 periods using RSA.

all four FSS schemes as well as the base scheme, and the update
cost being sufficiently amortized.
Because it is impossible to pick one base scheme to use when
generating and updating a FSS key and a different one to use for
verification, it is useful to look at the other half of the picture for
each base scheme to see how much worse than the optimal base
scheme it performs. In Fig. 4(a), the same characteristics seen
is Fig. 3(a) are still found. The only differences are the overall
cost, and the speed at which the clusters stabilize to a near constant cost, both of which are exactly the same as the differences
between ECDSA and RSA themselves. As with M1 , some of the
differences in Fig. 3(b) for M∗2 also directly reflect those seen in
Fig. 1(b) for RSA and ECDSA. Because of the higher cost of key
generation (and hence update) for RSA, the time required for the
different FSS schemes to converge to the same cost as RSA is significantly larger than for ECDSA. Unlike the first metric, however,
the ordering of FSS schemes changes between Figs. 4(b) and 3(b),
with only Iterated Sum as the slowest remaining the same. The
reason for this is that while ECDSA has almost the same cost for
key generation and signing, for RSA the first of these operations
is much more expensive. This switches the advantage from Product, which has a number of key generations but only one signature,
to Bellare-Miner Tree, which has more signatures but fewer key
generations than any of the other schemes.

We now arrive at the heart of our analysis. Combining the results
for M1 and M∗2 , we see M∗3 for the forward-secure schemes plotted in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. We begin by continuing to examine the
results with the FSS scheme used being the only variable, and later,
we look at all eight configurations together in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 5, we see that at different times, Bellare-Miner Tree, Iterated Sum, and Product each are the most efficient when using
RSA as the base scheme. Bellare-Miner Tree starts out as the most
efficient for low verification and signature frequencies due to the increased impact Cu has on overall performance in these situations.
As either R1 or R∗2 grows, Bellare-Miner Tree’s performance stays
nearly constant while the remaining algorithms quickly improve.
Product, which had good performance for both M1 and M∗2 , briefly
takes over as the lowest cost, with MMM and Iterated Sum approximately one and a half times more expensive at the point where
Product and Bellare-Miner Tree are equal. Finally, as was the case
with traditional schemes, as the parameters grow larger, the results
of M1 dominate. Iterated Sum, with its optimal Cv , becomes the
scheme to use. At the crossover point, MMM, Iterated Sum, and
Product are all nearly identical in cost but Bellare-Miner Tree is
already an order of magnitude slower. At the transition between
Bellare-Miner Tree and Product, the difference between FSS and
RSA is the greatest. The maximum occurs at one verification per
signature and 100 signatures per update, where FSS is four times as
expensive as RSA. As the parameters continue to increase, the costs
decrease and stabilize with Iterated Sum and RSA having nearly
identical performance, MMM and Product half as fast, and BellareMiner Tree significantly slower.
For Elliptic Curve DSA, the results are less interesting. Unlike
RSA, where Cu is significantly greater than Cs or Cv , all three
costs are much closer to one another for ECDSA based configurations. Therefore, even when R1 and R∗2 are small, the share of
update and signing for each verification never grows large enough
outweigh the savings in Iterated Sum from having to perform fewer
base verifications. In Fig. 6, Iterated Sum is always the least expensive scheme, and quickly converges to the same cost as ECDSA.
MMM and Product are almost indistinguishable from one another,
and both converge to twice the cost of Iterated Sum or ECDSA.
Bellare-Miner Tree is nearly constant in its cost for all values of
R1 and R∗2 , but that constant is orders of magnitude higher than
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Figure 7: Performance of short-term FSS schemes with 255 periods.

the cost of the rest of the schemes. The worst performance relative to ECDSA occurs initially, where the expensive key generation
leads to Iterated Sum costing twice as much as ECDSA.
Finally, we look at the complete picture with both ECDSA and
RSA as potential base schemes, seen in Fig. 7. As might be predicted from Fig. 2, when R1 and R∗2 are small, the ECDSA based
configurations are dominant in Fig. 7, while as either ratio grows
larger the RSA based configurations take over. The area over which
ECDSA based Iterated Sum is most efficient covers all of the RSA
Bellare-Miner Tree region of Fig. 5 and portions of the RSA Product and RSA Iterated Sum regions. When R1 is less than two,
ECDSA Iterated Sum is always the most efficient, which can be
seen on the right in Fig. 7(b). As was also the case when examining the base schemes alone, the intersection between RSA based
schemes and ECDSA based schemes occurs at a much greater slope
than the intersections among different RSA based schemes. It is at
this point where performance is worst, with RSA Product 2.6 times
as expensive as RSA.
Looking at the applications of FSS described in Section 1, we are
now able to determine the optimal FSS configurations to use. For
the electronic checkbook, each check will only be verified a limited
number of times, possibly as few as once by the user’s bank. In
order to limit her exposure to forged checks, it is also in the user’s
best interest to update her private key after writing a check. This
describes a scenario where both R1 and R∗2 are small. Iterated Sum

using ECDSA would be the optimal choice in this environment.
For the case of a Certificate Authority, as with traditional signatures R1 will be very large. R∗2 , because it is per update and not
per key, may no longer be as large as in the traditional case. The
optimal FSS configuration in this situation is most likely Iterated
Sum with RSA keys, which has almost identical verification time
to RSA. It is possible that, if both R1 and R∗2 are low (e.g. 100
and 5 respectively), the optimal scheme will be Product using RSA
instead. However, as we noted above in our analysis of RSA based
schemes alone, in this region all three of MMM, Product, and Iterated Sum have nearly identical performance.
The final example use of FSS presented is the signing of receipts
by an on-line merchant, with updates performed at the close of business. Here, the number of verifications is very low, as in most cases
when there is nothing wrong with the order the receipt will never
need verifying. R1 is very low because of this. The number of
signatures, however, may be quite large if the store is busy. As with
the electronic checkbook, Iterated Sum using ECDSA is the best
choice for this situation.

Unknown Maximum Period
Up until this point, we have assumed that the maximum number
of periods needed for a forward-secure key is known exactly ahead
of time, and examined the performance of different schemes based
on this assumption. In many situations, however, the exact upper
limit on the number of periods required may not be known. If more
periods are required than provided by the private key, a new key
must be generated and certified, reducing some of the benefits of
FSS schemes over traditional signature schemes.
The most straightforward solution to this problem is to be conservative when generating forward-secure keys, and specify a maximum period much larger than what is actually expected to be needed.
Depending on the forward-secure scheme used, however, this may
impact the performance for the expected range of periods significantly, and may even impact the decision of what FSS configuration
to ues. In order to evaluate this penalty we look at how the average
values of Cu , Cs , and Cv change as the number of periods used increases for keys of various maximum periods, and re-examine M∗3
with these new costs.
The results for Cs are not very interesting, as the cost of signing
is completely dominated in all four FSS schemes by the single base
signature performed. Regardless of how many periods used or what
the maximum period of the key is, the cost of signing is the same
as the cost for the base algorithm signature.
For Iterated Sum, Product and MMM, the same holds true for the
cost of verification. Similar to signing, all three of these schemes
require a fixed number of verifications regardless of the current period or the maximum period. Bellare-Miner Tree, however, is dependent on the maximum period (but not the current period) for the
number of base verifications it must perform, and therefore Cv is
dependent as well. Table 3 shows the average verification cost for
the ten Bellare-Miner Tree configurations tested. As expected, the
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Figure 8: Performance of short-term FSS schemes with 4096
periods after 255 periods.

difference in cost from doubling the maximum period while keeping the base scheme fixed is almost exactly the cost of a single base
verification.
The impact of maximum period on Cu also depends on the scheme.
For MMM beyond the first thirty periods and for Bellare-Miner
Tree for all periods there is no real difference in performance between keys of different maximum periods. Iterated Sum and, to a
lesser degree, Product (because it contains Iterated Sum keys) are
logarithmically related to the period for the performance of Cu .
For a situation requiring only 255 periods of a key to be used, the
cost of using a 4096 period Iterated Sum key is 4 times greater than
using a 256 period key. Product in comparison experiences only a
30-35% slowdown in this situation.
Fig. 8 shows the results of computing M∗3 assuming 255 periods are used, but with keys having a maximum period of 4096
(or 65535 in the case of MMM). In the figure, the higher Cu for
Iterated Sum can be seen by the much greater upward deflection
towards the origin for the two Iterated Sum surfaces compared
to Fig. 7. This increase in initial cost causes MMM and Product
(which have nearly identical initial costs) to become more efficient
than ECDSA Iterated Sum when R1 and R∗2 are less than 10, and
the point where RSA Iterated Sum becomes most efficient to move
out significantly compared to Fig. 7. The point where RSA Product
intersects ECDSA Iterated Sum also moves further away from the
origin due to the greater increase in Cu for RSA based schemes

than ECDSA based schemes. As before, over much of the area
where Product is least expensive the remaining RSA schemes (except Bellare-Miner Tree) are also nearly equal. This is the cause
of the noisy region in Fig. 8(b) where the most efficient scheme
changes between several different schemes in a small area.
The impact of these changes in the behavior of FSS keys on their
use is minimal. For a CA, the position again lies either in the RSA
Iterated Sum region, or in the transitional region where all of the
RSA schemes except Bellare-Miner Tree are nearly equivalent. If
R∗2 is less than 5, MMM or Product will likely be slightly faster
than Iterated Sum. For the merchant signing receipts, the number
of signatures per day (update) remains large enough that ECDSA
Iterated Sum is the best choice. The one example situation looked
at where the decision on which algorithm to use does change is in
the electronic checkbook application, assuming that the maximum
number of checks (periods) is not set in advance. In this situation,
ECDSA MMM or Product are both able to produce keys with very
large maximum periods but with little initial cost or increase to
update cost compared to ECDSA Iterated Sum.
In all, even without knowledge of the exact number of periods required the performance of the optimal FSS schemes remains
good when compared to the optimal traditional signature schemes.
The difference is greatest at the transition between ECDSA-based
schemes and RSA-based schemes once again, where FSS is 3.3
times more expensive than RSA alone. As the signatures per update or verifications per signature grow, the FSS cost converges on
the traditional scheme’s cost as before and there is negligible overhead to FSS.

4.

FSS REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION

While implementing the forward-secure signature library benchmarked in the previous section, several interesting issues were encountered which previous works on forward-secure signatures have
not explored due to their theoretical nature. These issues have also
not been looked at fully in works on non-forward-secure cryptographic library implementations as they are unique to, or uniquely
influenced by, forward-secure signatures. In this section we begin
with a brief overview of the libfss library’s design and architecture, and then look at the issues encountered implementing this
design, and the steps taken to overcome them. A more detailed
technical description of the library and its implementation can be
found in the Tech Report [3].

4.1

Design and Architecture

The libfss library is a C library providing a generic interface to forward-secure signature operations as well as implementations of a number of FSS signature schemes. The library uses the
OpenSSL [38] cryptographic library to provide RSA, DSA, and
ECDSA implementations as well as other cryptographic support
functions such as hashing and random number generation. OpenSSL
is one of the most widely used open-source cryptographic implementations; it runs on almost all varieties of Unix-like operating
systems as well as Windows, MacOS, and many embedded devices.
By using OpenSSL for the core cryptographic operations, libfss
is able to take advantage of over a decade of development and tuning for these elements (as Section 3 showed, performance is largely
determined by the performance of the base algorithm). For many
platforms, OpenSSL provides highly optimized assembly code implementations of these critical functions. Another advantage to
OpenSSL is that it has recently added the ability to transparently
use cryptographic acceleration hardware when available, a feature
which libfss will be able to leverage when possible.
The API of libfss is modeled after EVP API used in OpenSSL

for encryption and signature operations. It is a generic API where
“key” and “signature” objects contain type information which is
used to select the correct implementation to use for operations such
as sign, verify, and update. This allows the application using of the
library to place all code dealing with different signature algorithms
in a single place, when a key is initially generated, and the remaining calls to functions are scheme-independent. By using an API
similar to OpenSSL’s, libfss can be used in existing programs
with little modification to the existing code.
One significant difference between the libfss design and
OpenSSL’s EVP design is that the generic interface is used internally as well for libfss. While OpenSSL uses a hard-coded list
of known signature types, our library uses a callback structure similar to OpenSSL’s Engine API (for supporting hardware accelerators) or the BSD Virtual Filesystem Switch (VFS) [29]. Although
this design adds an extra layer of indirection in certain situations,
it also allows additional FSS schemes to be used without requiring
a recompilation of the library. Not only can these new schemes be
used with the generic FSS API, but they can be used in the built-in
constructions such as Iterated Sum and MMM.
The library currently contains implementations of five forwardsecure signature schemes as well as wrappers for the three built
in signature schemes that treat them as one-period forward-secure
schemes. The schemes implemented are the Tree scheme from [5]
and the Sum, Iterated Sum, Product, and MMM schemes from [28],
as well as RSA, DSA, and ECDSA.

4.2
4.2.1

Implementation Challenges
Deterministic Key and Signature Generation

For traditional signature schemes, being able to generate the same
key twice in practice is seen as a major security flaw. OpenSSL, as
well as many other cryptographic libraries, take steps to prevent a
user from accidentally doing this through misconfiguration on the
the pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) or similar mistakes.
For generic forward-secure constructions, those based off of the
Sum construction in particular, the ability to deterministicly generate a key multiple times given the same random seed is, however,
a necessity. This requirement for reproducibility also extends to
signature generation for schemes like DSA, where random numbers are used in signing as well. If signatures are not deterministic
then private keys for the Product and MMM schemes, for example,
cannot be made deterministic.
In OpenSSL key generation, the primality tests and other operations requiring random numbers draw directly from OpenSSL’s internal global entropy pool, which itself is typically filled from system level sources of randomness [39]. Once initialized, OpenSSL’s
entropy pool cannot be reset to a known value, only updated with
additional entropy. For these reasons, there is no way to deterministicly generate a key in this architecture without completely replacing OpenSSL’s random number generator with one that can be
reset to a specific state. Because this global PRNG is used not just
by libfss but also potentially by the application itself through the
use of other OpenSSL functions, replacing the PRNG altogether is
not an acceptable design.
The solution taken by libfss is to incorporate the code from
OpenSSL for generating RSA, DSA, and ECDSA keys (as well as
DSA and ECDSA signatures) into libfss, and replacing any calls
to OpenSSL’s PRNG with calls to our own PRNG in the copies.
This internal PRNG is implemented using AES-128 in Counter
mode [32]. A seed provided to the function is used as the key for
AES, and random numbers are provided by the encrypted conter
output.

Although this deterministic key generation is required within
certain FSS schemes for correct operation, it would still be unwise
to expose it to users who could accidentally generate keys with insecure random seeds. For this reason the top level API does not
provide a way to specify the seed to be used, and instead generates a random seed from OpenSSL’s PRNG. Internally, when a key
or signature needs to be generated, the callback is used and it is
possible to specify a seed.
This need for repeatability also raises potential problems for the
use of hardware cryptographic accelerators with forward-secure signature schemes. Accelerators that perform entire large-scale operations (such as an entire key generation or signature) on-chip using
an internal random number generator would cause similar problems, and likely be unusable for these FSS constructions. On the
other hand, accelerators that only provide hardware assistance for
cryptographic building blocks such as modular exponentiation or
large number arithmetic, would cause no problems.

4.2.2

Secure Deletion of Sensitive Key Material

As previous works have shown, it is exceptionally difficult to securely remove all traces of sensitive information from the numerous
locations it might reside [21, 12, 35]. The compiler can optimize
away “useless” instructions intended to clear memory before releasing it. The operating system can page a block of memory out to
disk, leaving a copy on physical media until overwritten. Physical
devices (RAM, magnetic media) can permanently retrain traces of
data written to them, even after it is overwritten.
The same precautions and solutions used to protect traditional
private keys apply to forward-secure private keys. Keys should
never be written to permanent media without first being encrypted
using a symmetric encryption algorithm. Whenever sensitive key
material in memory is no longer needed, a special low-level ‘cleanse’
function which works around compiler optimizations should be
used. When available, encrypted swap or pining pages containing
private keys in memory should be used to prevent keys inadvertently being written to disk unencrypted. Forward-secure keys are
no less secure than traditional keys in these regards.
However, in addition to protecting the current key from accidental exposure, FSS implementations must also worry about how to
permanently and securely destroy old keying material during update. For the copy in memory, the procedures in the previous paragraph handle this as well. The complication arises with the other,
permanent, copies of the key, even when stored encrypted. Unless
the key used to encrypt it is destroyed (implying that each period
of a FSS key has a unique encryption key), an earlier private key
would be recoverable from disk. Because it is often difficult or impossible to completely erase data from disks [21], this can pose a
significant risk. Even worse, periodic backups, logging/journaling
filesystems, and other common features can all lead to multiple
copies of the encrypted key existing. For this reason, containing
even the encrypted key is important for ensuring the security of a
forward-secure scheme.
It is important to note, however, that this is no different than
when many short-lived traditional private keys are used instead of
FSS. By having many private keys to protect against exposure, both
solutions introduce the new problem of having many private keys
to securely manage.

4.2.3

Protecting Against Timing Attacks

A common problem faced when implementing cryptographic systems is that even though the implementation itself may be correct
and secure against the primary threat, it may inadvertently be vulnerable to side-channel attacks that can expose sensitive data in un-

expected ways. One common type of side-channel attack signature
schemes often face is timing attacks [25, 24]. Timing attacks are
possible whenever an operation is performed in an automated and
interactive fashion, such as protocol negotiation or operations performed by a smart card. By choosing specific inputs and measuring
the time between request and reply, it is possible for an attacker to
infer information about the private key that compromises security.
There are two main varieties of timing attacks that have been discovered in the past: those inherent to the algorithm itself, and those
due to a particular implementation of the algorithm. We examine
the impact of each of these on libfss in turn.
The first class of timing attacks arise due to the fact that with
some algorithms, the amount of computation required for an operation varies significantly based on the input and private key together.
By carefully selecting inputs, an attacker can use this to determine
the private key a bit at a time [25]. The FSS schemes in libfss
are all of the generic type and do not perform any key dependent
operations themselves, so they are only vulnerable to these types
of attacks if the base scheme used is. For other FSS schemes described in Section 2 (but not implemented in libfss currently)
that are complete cryptographic algorithms and not generic constructions, this type of attack may apply directly.
For functions that are dependent on the private key in their performance, there are sometimes alternate ways of performing the
necessary computation that do not depend on the private key. RSA
“blinding” is an example of this, and libfss supports this technique to protect private keys using RSA as the base scheme. RSA
blinding uses a random number and splits the computation into two
parts each using that number. By doing so, any correlation between
private key and execution time is removed.
When it is not possible to redesign the algorithm to remove the
correlation between private key and execution time, another technique that increases the amount of work required by the attacker
is quantization [7]. Quantization works by padding the computation time until it is a multiple of a fixed quantum before returning the result to the user. Unless the quantum is larger than the
operation could ever take, this countermeasure only adds noise to
the attacker’s measurements and does not provably remove the attack [25]. Nonetheless, in practical terms it does significantly increase the number of queries required.
To protect against these attacks, the FSS wrapper for RSA provides an option to enable a feature known as “blinding” that adds
a random element to the computation removing any correlation between the private key and execution time. For other base algorithms
where timing attacks exist, the library does not contain support for
quantizing internally, but software such as Matt Blaze’s [7] library
can be used with libfss.
The second type of timing attack is caused by the implementation, typically with the way errors are handled. If a complex operation aborts as soon as an error is detected, it provides an indication
as to which part of the input was invalid through the elapsed time.
For forward-secure verification for example, this could be used to
infer which signatures in a chain are valid and invalid by introducing intentional corruptions and timing the verification. This could
then be used to isolate a single base signature and key to attack with
the first type of timing attack.
The solution to this type of attack is to postpone returning an
error as late as possible. libfss accomplishes this by continuing after all non-fatal errors, and returning an error if any stage
of the operation fails. In addition, all operations for which failure
prevents continuing, such as memory allocation and conversion of
keys from encoded binary forms to internal structures, are moved
as far forward in the operations as possible so as to detect these er-

rors before any cryptographic operations have been performed on
the input. With these two steps, libfss does not leak any information about which portion of a signature is invalid on error.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have explored the practical performance characteristics of forward-secure signature schemes. In the process, we
define a new framework for comparing signature schemes which
takes into account the application environment in computing an
amortized cost for basic operations. We use this tool to compare
several different FSS schemes built using generic constructions, as
well as several non-forward-secure signature schemes used as bases
for these constructions. We use our performance metrics to examine a number of example uses for forward-secure signatures, and
provide recommendations as to the optimal FSS scheme and configuration to use for each of these applications.
Our empirical study of FSS performance shows that, despite key
generation and update operations which are significantly more expensive than non-forward-secure equivalents, the performance of
FSS is actually quite competitive if correctly used. In environments
such as a Certificate Authority, the overhead of FSS is almost nonexistent when costs are amortized. The greatest difference in performance between FSS and traditional signature schemes occurs
when there are few signatures and verification made by each key;
even in these cases, FSS performs only two to four times slower,
not hundreds or thousands times slower as the raw operation costs
might indicate.
These results show concretely that forward-secure signatures are
very practical. Many applications which currently use traditional
signatures could be switched to using forward-secure signatures
with little impact on performance, but an enormous impact on the
amount of inconvenience faced on key exposure. To further help
the adoption of forward-secure signatures, the reference implementation used in this study will be released under an open-source license and available, along with developer documentation, from the
project web site at http://anonymized/.
There are several directions for future work based on this study.
We have only looked at the performance of these generic FSS constructions using software implementations of the base signature
schemes. Many applications are now relying on hardware-based
cryptographic co-processors when making traditional signatures,
and the role these devices play in FSS needs to be explored. Our
comparison also focused only on generic constructions due to their
desirable property of being built upon well known and well trusted
traditional signatures. Nonetheless, the performance of the other
schemes described in Section 2 such as Bellare-Miner and ItkisReyzin are also of interest, and in the future we hope to expand our
FSS reference implementation to include these schemes.
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